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Abstract

Hydrogen storage in new nano-structured carbonic materials is a topic for lively discussion. The measured storage
of these materials, which have been announced in the literature during the last ten years are spread over an enorm
from about 0.1 wt% up to 67 wt%. This paper will give a report on the state of the art of hydrogen storage in carbo
structures. We shall critically review the recent ‘key publications’ on this topic, which claim storage capacities clearly
the technological bench mark set by the US Department of Energy, and we shall report new results which have been
in a joint project sponsored by the Federal Ministry for Education and Research in Germany (BMBF).To cite this article:
M. Becher et al., C. R. Physique 4 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Stockage d’hydrogène dans les nanotubes de carbone. Le stockage d’hydrogène dans les nouvelles nano-structure
carbone est un sujet vivement débattu. Les mesures de la capacité de stockage de ces matériaux effectuées d
dernières années s’échelonnent sur une gamme très large, de 0,1 % jusqu’à 67 % en poids. Cet article présente l’é
en ce qui concerne le stockage d’hydrogène dans les nano-structures de carbone. Nous discutons de façon critique
« publications clés » se rapportant à ce sujet qui annoncent des capacités de stockage largement supérieures aux
imposées par le Département de l’Energie américain et présentons les derniers résultats obtenus dans le cadre
commun sponsorisé par le Ministère Fédéral de l’Education et de la Recherche allemand.Pour citer cet article : M. Becher
et al., C. R. Physique 4 (2003).
 2003 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent publications concerning the hydrogen storage capacity of new nano-structured carbonic materials gave
hope that the energy problem of running out fossil fuels could be solved. An appropriate and safe hydrogen storage dev
enormously push the application of hydrogen as the clean alternative fuel. The high energy value and the lack of envir
pollutants make the use of hydrogen very attractive. The end product released by a fuel cell or by a modified combustio
is harmless water. However, the on-board storage for automotive applications has to be efficient, economical and safe
storage by liquefaction or pressurisation requires high energy input and has to overcome associated safety risks. Hydri
the risk factor but the high temperature of dissolution in metal hydrides, e.g., titanium hydride and magnesium hydrid
them less ideal for automotive applications. Several inter-metallic compounds operate near room temperature and
pressures, but the gravimetric storage capacity is less than 2 wt%. For automotive applications the technological be
has been set at 6.5 wt% (ratio of stored hydrogen weight to the storage medium) by the US Department of Energy (DO
guarantees that a fuel cell driven vehicle can drive about 500 km before refuelling.

Carbon materials seemed to be the ideal candidates as hydrogen storage devices. Carbon is one of the very few ligh
which are solid at room temperature. Furthermore, different carbonic structures can be produced with large inner surfa
activated carbon, fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibers. Considering an infinitely wide graphene layer, th
surface area of both sides is 2622 m2 per gram. High surface area activated carbon structures are commercially ava
with specific surface areas up to 3000 m2 per gram; however, in spite of this, these materials were found to be ineffe
for hydrogen storage. Only a small fraction of the carbon surface interacts with hydrogen molecules at room temper
moderate pressures. The new available nano-structured carbon materials created speculations that capillary forces co
gas or hydrogen adsorption, as well as drawing up liquids by capillarity. The adsorption would be a consequence of the
potential of the pore walls. However, the effect of a so-called nano-capillarity could neither be experimentally nor theo
substantiated.

The present paper gives a critical review of hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes. The following topics: (i) the
calculations; (ii) high pressure hydrogen storage; (iii) alkali metal treated carbonic materials; (iv) low pressure hydrogen
are discussed and compared to new results which have been obtained in a joint project sponsored by the Federal M
Education and Research in Germany (BMBF).

2. Theoretical calculations

Many theoretical investigations have been performed to predict the hydrogen uptake in carbonic materials, for an
see, e.g., [1]. The theoretical calculations can mainly be divided into two categories, proposing either the physiso
hydrogen molecules or the chemisorption of hydrogen atoms by the carbonic material.

The authors proposed that the hydrogen molecules are adsorbed by the carbon structure due to van der Waals
studied the hydrogen adsorption utilizing grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations [2–7]. The results of the calc
based on different classical effective potentials or partly including quantum effects at cryogenic temperatures are e
compatible which each other. The calculated storage capacities at high pressures are less than 1 wt% at ambient te
and can not explain the high storage capacities which have been experimentally obtained. The findings agree that the
storage capacity of the carbonic material rapidly decreases with increasing temperature. By studying arrays of nano
the influence of the geometry, the simulations predict that the storage capacity could reach the gravimetric DOE targ
temperatures for nanotubes with a wide diameter and very large spacing between the tubes of about 1 nm [8]. Thes
nanotubes with a high surface area are not yet available. The delamination of a bundle of SWNTs would enhance th
area and therefore the storage capacity, as shown in [9]. At cryogenic temperatures and high pressure a storage
9.6 wt% has been calculated for an isolated SWNT.

In order to study the formation of carbon-hydrogen bonds ab initio calculations have been performed by severa
[10–17]. The maximum number of hydrogen atoms covalently bound in carbon nanotubes corresponds to a storage c
14 wt%. However, these optimistic values are obtained at very low temperatures and under idealized conditions. Fur
chemisorbed hydrogen may be only released at high temperatures and it is therefore useless for technical application

While the adsorption energies connected with physisorption of about 1–100 meV are too low to explain the high h
storage capacities experimentally obtained for carbon nanotubes, chemisorption of hydrogen atoms with adsorption
of about 2–3 eV cannot explain reversible storage at ambient temperature. Cheng et al. [18] predicted, by quantum-
molecular dynamic simulations performed for hydrogen adsorption in SWNTs, an intermediate state. They calculated a
energies which range from about 0.2 eV at 77 K and about 0.3 eV at ambient temperature up to about 0.4 eV a
The authors suggest that a partial electron-transfer interaction between instantaneously distorted carbon atoms of
graphene sheet and hydrogen is responsible for the unique strength of the adsorption energy. However, the hydroge
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used in their calculations were rather low (0.47 wt%). Furthermore, a hydrogen adsorption mechanism based on
fluctuations will not yield high storage capacities.

3. High pressure hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes

Very spectacular hydrogen storage capacities of up to 67 wt% were claimed from the group of Baker and Rodrigu
certain type of carbon nanofibers [19,20]. They measured high hydrogen adsorption for different carbonic materials a
hydrogen pressure of about 110 atm at room temperature and monitoring 24 h. The highest value of nearly 67 wt% was
for herringbone-type carbon nanofibers but even in graphite a very high storage capacity of 4.5 wt% was measured.
exulted that a fuel cell driven car with this hydrogen storage medium would be able to drive from Paris to Vladivosto
extremely high values, however, could not be confirmed in any laboratory up to now. In contrast, e.g., Ahn et al. [21] m
for comparable carbon nanofibers with the same method and under comparable conditions, a storage capacity less tha
Promising data have been published by a Chinese group, also measuring with the volumetric method. They observed
walled carbon nanotubes a hydrogen uptake of 10–13 wt% at room temperature and 110 atm [22]. The nanotubes
boiled in hydrochloric acid. However, in a further publication the same group reduces the storage capacity of the MW
a factor of two [23]. For SWNTs with large diameters treated with hydrochloric acid this group obtained a storage cap
4.2 wt% at room temperature [24]. The purity of the samples was about 50–60%. Furthermore, high hydrogen storage
of 10 and later 15 wt% were claimed from Gupta and Srivastava for herringbone-type carbon nanofibers [25]. But none
high values have survived cross-checking by independent research groups repeating the measurements on the sam
different laboratories. One reason might be that the exchange of samples is often restricted by industrial contracts
et al. [26] examined different carbon materials at high pressures but they found no hydrogen sorption, appreciab
background, at room temperature.

At cryogenic temperatures Ye et al. [27] found a hydrogen adsorption of more than 8 wt% in purified SWNTs at 1
Their adsorption isotherms at 80 K indicated a phase transition at pressures higher than 40 atm. The authors deduc
surface increased because of a separation of the individual SWNTs in the bundles.

Within the joint BMBF project, volumetric measurements have been performed on different nano-structured mat
various temperatures [28]. At room temperature and pressures of about 80 atm the hydrogen storage capacity is defin
1 wt%. The same result has been obtained by the Dresden group within our project investigating different nano-s
materials in the pressure range up to 45 atm [29]. The measured isotherms show no saturation at room temperature. Fig
the storage capacity of SWNTs and activated carbon at room temperature in comparison to LaNi5. At lower temperatures a sligh
increase of the hydrogen adsorption can be observed. However, we did not observe at 77 K a phase transition for SWN
could indicate a separation of the tubes as deduced by Ye et al. [27]. At low temperature no saturation of the pressure
can be determined at pressures up to 100 atm. In essence, the measured isotherms are in agreement with theoretical
based on physisorption of hydrogen molecules.

Fig. 1. Hydrogen storage capacity of several nano-structured carbonic materials at room temperature applying hydrogen pressures u
in comparison to the hydrogen storage capacity of LaNi5 under hydrogen pressure.
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Fig. 2. Hydrogen storage capacity of different carbonic materials is plotted versus the specific surface area [33]. Blue triangle
nano-structures measured at 77 K and 1 atm and best-fit line of these data [30]; red circles: nano-structured carbon samples electr
measured [31,32]; black dots: nano-structured carbon samples at 77 K and 80 atm [28].

A correlation between the specific surface area of the carbon samples and the hydrogen adsorption has been ex
Nijkamp et al. [30] and Züttel et al. [31,32], proposing an approximate linearity between the two properties. In esse
results at 77 K and 50–55 atm show this correlation and are compared with their data in Fig. 2.

The hydrogen storage capacity of the carbonic samples with surface areas between 300 and 1500 m2 per gram measure
at 77 K and high pressure are higher than the values of Nijkamp et al. obtained at 77 K and ambient pressure an
Schlapbach and Züttel measuring at ambient temperature using the electrochemical method [33].

4. Hydrogen storage in alkali metal treated carbonic materials

The intercalation of graphite with alkali metals has been carefully examined in the 1970s (see, e.g., [34]). Howe
intercalation of carbonic materials with hydrogen, up to now, has not been successful. In spite of hydrogen showing
respects comparable physical properties to alkali metals, even theoretical simulations predict that the experimental int
would not be effective. Therefore, the idea was to combine alkali metal and hydrogen intercalation. The alkali inter
causes the graphitic layers to be widened and may facilitate the hydrogen diffusion into the carbonic material.

In 1999 Chen et al. [35] tried to intercalate different carbonic materials by mixing them with alkali salts and perfo
a so-called solid state reaction. The mixture was heat treated under hydrogen flow. The following gravimetric meas
performed under hydrogen flow yield dramatic and reversible weight changes of the alkali treated carbon samples w
been attributed to hydrogen adsorption and release. The related storage capacities reached up to 20 wt% for Li trea
walled carbon nanotubes and even up to 14 wt% for Li treated graphite. However, these measurements were subseq
into doubt by Yang and Pinkerton et al. [36,37]. They found that the majority of the weight changes are due to adsorp
release of water.

If the gravimetric experiment on lithium treated graphite is reproduced under hydrogen flow the results shown in F
obtained. The heating rate was 5 K/min and the measured weight changes are very similar to those obtained by Chen et
characterisation of the intercalation product by X-ray diffraction, however, did not show any evidence of intercalated g
The so-called solid state reaction yields a mixture of graphite, lithium oxide, and lithium hydroxide (see Fig. 4). A comp
chemistry is occurring during the heat treatment under hydrogen flow. The Lithium oxide is highly hygroscopic and the
and re-absorption of crystal water can be observed [38–40]. Furthermore, Lithium oxide can adsorb carbon dioxide
possible hydrogen uptake cannot be inferred from the observed weight changes.
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Fig. 3. Weight changes versus temperature obtained by a gravimetric measurement under flowing hydrogen performed on a mixture
and lithium salts heat treated under hydrogen flow.

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction spectra (Cu Kα radiation) of graphite mixed with LiNO3 and Li2CO3 and heat treated under hydrogen flo
(a) After ball milling under air for 5 h showing a superposition of the diffraction peaks of the different components; (b) after hea
900 K under hydrogen flow the diffraction peaks of Li2CO3 increase at the cost of those of LiNO3 according to C+ 2LiNO3 + H2 →
Li2CO3 + H2O + 2NO; (c) after further heat treating under hydrogen flow up to 1070 K the diffraction peaks of Li2CO3 vanish and those o
Li2O appear according to Li2CO3 + H2 → Li2O + H2O + CO; (d) after exposure to wet hydrogen, i.e., moisture LiOH is formed from Li2O.
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5. Low pressure hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes

The first publication concerning the hydrogen storage capacity of carbon nanotubes by the group of M. Heben [41
enormous interest. The authors claimed that hydrogen can condense to high density inside narrow single-walle
nanotubes. They estimated a storage capacity of 5–10 wt% which is highly interesting for automotive applications. H
the total amount of hydrogen desorbed from a sample with only a small concentration of nanotubes and determi
thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) was about 0.01 wt%. The large storage values were obtained after ‘norma
100% nanotube concentration. Three years later the same group affirmed that they have directly measured a hydrog
capacity of about 7 wt% after purifying the samples and opening the SWNTs [42]. However, the temperature at w
hydrogen releases now was significantly higher than that observed in the first measurements. Heben’s group rep
after heating in high vacuum the opened SWNTs could adsorb this high amount of hydrogen within a few minutes at
pressure and room temperature. The hydrogen could be released at moderate temperatures. The procedure for o
carbon nanotubes was high power ultra-sonication in acid. A few milligrams of the SWNTs were dispersed in HN3 and
sonicated with an ultrasonic horn active in the liquid. Typically an ultrasonic horn made of Ti-6Al-4V is used becaus
chemical resistance.

Within the joint BMBF project we carefully tried to reproduce the results of the group of M. Heben [42]. Various ca
materials treated by ultra sonication have been systematically investigated [43]. We could more or less reproduce th
Heben’s group; however, the storage capacity of the sonicated SWNTs was reduced by a factor of three. Howeve
investigations have shown that hydrogen was not stored in the carbonic material. Owing to cavitation, the high-pow
sonication for opening the nanotubes incorporated metal particles of the horn into the samples. Applying the Ti-alloy
the samples hydrogen desorption could be observed in all investigated carbonic materials, e.g., purified SWNTs, gra
diamond powder. The maximum storage capacity observed with TDS was 1.5 wt% measured in purified SWNTs sonic
with the Ti-alloy horn. In contrast, no hydrogen storage has been found (below 0.005 wt%) if the SWNTs had been s
with a stainless steel horn.

The desorption spectra of purified SWNTs sonicated for different times using the Ti-alloy horn are shown in Fig.
increasing sonication time the hydrogen storage capacity increases as well as the titanium content in the carbon sam
loading and activating conditions were nearly the same as used by Heben’s group [42], exposing the samples to d
atmosphere (0.8 atm) at room temperature for 15 min directly after heating the sample in high vacuum. But all h
storage of the examined sonicated samples can be attributed to hydrogen storage in the Ti-alloy particles. The heat
under high vacuum before hydrogen loading the samples is a well known activation procedure of titanium removing th
oxide layer [44]. Furthermore, the TDS spectra of all different carbon samples sonicated with the Ti alloy horn are very
indicating a fingerprint of the Ti-alloy hydride. X-ray analysis yields clear evidence of the formation of titanium hydrid
Fig. 6). The obvious way to resolve the apparent contradiction between these results and that of the group of M. Heb

Fig. 5. Thermal desorption of deuterium into high vacuum versus temperature (heating rate 5 K/min) for purified SWNTs from Tubes@Ric
sonicated in 5 M HNO3 for different times using a Ti-alloy horn, heated to 900 K under high vacuum and then deuterium loaded a
temperature and 0.8 atm for 15 min. The inset shows the total storage capacity converted to wt% of hydrogen versus the sonicatio
(originally Fig. 1, published with permission from Springer).
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Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction spectra (Cu Kα radiation) of the SWNTs sonicated 16 h in 5 M HNO3 using a Ti-alloy horn. The as-sonicated sam
shows the diffraction peaks of titanium, after loading with deuterium the diffraction peaks of titanium deuteride appear [43] (originally
published with permission from Springer).

be to reproduce the experiments with the same single-walled carbon nanotubes in an independent laboratory. Ho
exchange of samples was said to be prohibited by industrial contracts. Furthermore, new investigations of the group of
on newly produced SWNTs showed significantly lower hydrogen storage capacities of 2–3 wt% [45,46].

6. Summary and outlook

From today’s viewpoint low pressure hydrogen storage in carbon nanostructures is not very promising. Non
theoretical calculations shows a high hydrogen storage capacity at ambient temperature and, aside from the the
Cheng et al. [18], none yields any evidence for an intermediate adsorption state between physisorption and chem
The exciting experimental data published by several groups could be primarily reproduced, but they have to be inter
a different way. Hydrogen was either stored in contaminations or, instead of hydrogen, water or other environmen
have been adsorbed. High pressure hydrogen storage is confirmed in carbon nanotubes, but the very high values co
reproduced. The volumetric measurements allow the rough estimate that at room temperature a hydrogen uptake of ab
per 100 atm can be obtained if the surface area of the nano-structured carbon is some 500 m2 per gram. The storage capaci
can probably be increased by applying higher hydrogen pressures or by lowering the temperature. Furthermore, a high
capacity can be obtained in carbon materials with a larger specific surface area. In future studies, an emphasis shou
to develop reliable purification and characterization methods for carbon nanotubes.

For high pressure storage one has to discuss whether the presence of the carbon materials in a hydrogen pressure t
advantageous. Hydrogen adsorption by the carbonic material in the pressure tank may help to reduce the pressure
for an adequate storage capacity but the presence of this material reduces the volume available for hydrogen. Su
hydrogen storage capacity of the available carbonic material at ambient temperature of about 1 wt% each 100 atm, an
linear extrapolation yields at about 700 atm the DOE target of 6.5 wt% or 62 kg·H2·m−3 for the storage medium. Howeve
at ambient temperatures, this hydrogen density can be obtained just by pressurizing in this high pressure range. The
liquid hydrogen of 71 kg·m−3 is setting the upper limit for compressed hydrogen below 900 atm at ambient temperature
pressure tanks up to 350 atm and associated components are state of the art. The corresponding storage capacity
system is about 3.5 wt%. Up to now it is not clear whether at this pressure the available carbonic material is helpful.
question is whether it is more effective to look for new carbonic materials with higher specific surface areas or rather to
better designed pressure tanks and related components?

The above considerations are relevant for automotive applications requiring the DOE benchmark for the hydroge
capacity. Another (but smaller) market is the use of the carbonic material in fuel cells for portable electronics, e.g., la
cellular phones. In this case other considerations have to be taken into account. Besides the prize the consumer’s
decisive. The low weight of fuel cells with carbonic hydrogen storage media as well as an easy and quick loading p
favours the substituting of conventional rechargeable batteries.
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